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Thieves were active in the Wenlock area last weekend. (24th -26th March). 
 
A “Fuller High Power Water Jetter” was stolen from the Sewage Treatment Plant at 
the rear of the Priory. This Jetter is valued at £20,000. During the breakin offenders 
also caused damage to 2 vans by standing on the bonnet of one van and denting it 
and jemmying open the rear door of the second van. Total damage caused 
amounted to £400. Offenders appear to have towed away the Water Jetter. 
 
Travis Perkins had 20 sheets of Polyurethane stolen from their yard the same 
weekend. Unfortunately, CCTV did not capture the offenders and the Police have no 
leads at this time.  We are awaiting results of Forensic examinations at the scenes. 
 
2 full Gas bottles were taken from outside a property in Wyke Lane between Fri 17th 
and Sunday 19th march. 
 
Overnight on Friday 17th march 1500 litres of Fuel were taken from Bourton Bank 
Farm, valued at £800. Offenders cut through the locks on the farm gates to gain 
access. 
 
We have suspected for quite some time now that many of the rural thefts in our 
Policing area have been committed by individuals presenting themselves as 
Poachers. IE better to be caught by the Police for Poaching than going equipped to 
steal. 
 
Throughout this year and particularly this Month we have had a number of reports of 
possible Poachers on our Policing area. Our view is that these individuals visit their 
intended targets during the day with their dogs and carry out a risk assessment, they 
may take items there and then if the coast is clear or return at a later date when they 
have carried out their survey.  
 
They are often in Transit vans however, more recently a Burgundy Mitsubishi has 
featured on numerous occasions when possible Poaching has been reported. 
This vehicle has been sighted in the early hours in Linley Brook, Barrow and 
surrounding areas. 
On 14th March we had a break through thanks to the vigilance of Farm owners at 
Callaughton. They have been experiencing problems with 2 males in particular since 
Sept 2016. These males had been sighted in a number of their fields.  
 
The same males were in one of their fields once again on 14th March and they were 
able to film their activities on a mobile phone including the footage of a Hare been 
killed by one of their Dogs and the details of the vehicle they arrived in. 
We have been able to identify both Males from this footage, one of whom is already 
wanted by Police. 
 
We know that they are using a Burgundy Mitsubishi Shogun M942 SAO which is not 
insured and a White Ford Transit CE03 CVK which does have insurance. Both 
vehicles are now on our ANPR system so hopefully it is only a matter of time! 
 
If one of these vehicles is spotted in the area please call the Police immediately. 
 
We are aware that there have been problems with an increase in deliveries to Travis 
Perkins. Last week PC COWAN spent quite some time with the Manager Peter 
DOLAN. A discussion took place around contacting the Transport Managers of the 
haulage companies that supply to the yard. They are supplied by many different 
haulage companies however, they are going to attempt to ask the managers to 
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encourage their drivers to call the yard before arrival and establish if they would be 
able to get into the compound. If not they will then be directed to an area where they 
can wait until the yard is clear for the next delivery. This process will take some time 
to bed in however; we hope to see some improvement in the weeks ahead. 
 
Once again youths have been acting in an anti social manner in the Corn Exchange 
and windows have been damaged. Due to the excellent quality if the CCTV system 
we have been able to identify the group who are consistently frequenting the area.  
The footage has captured them playing football in a reckless manner however, it did 
not capture the windows actually being broken by the youths.  
Be assured that we are working with our Anti Social Behaviour Hub and linking in 
with William Brooks School to address the behaviours of these individuals. Whilst we 
would not wish to criminalise young people they are very aware that if the behaviour 
continues we will look towards placing Criminal Behaviour Orders on those 
responsible. 
 
 
 
    
 
 


